A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
less than a score of thousand families, confined to fixed areas
in certain towns, were the great financial agency of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, just as they were in England and
modern Europe during the early and middle nineteenth century.
What undermined their position was the attempt to enrich
themselves yet further by using the opportunity of the Crusades.
They lent money upon the title-deeds of land, and though in
legal theory they might not enter into feudal ownership, they
could use the bonds as they willed. The noble class, and
many others below them, had needed money for those great
Eastern expeditions; they had pawned the land which was their
livelihood, the common people were also bound in such security
as they had, and, with the rates of interest charged, the situation
at last became intolerable.
The Jews were still protected by the Government, but fierce
outbreaks took place against them in the early thirteenth
century, the antagonism in England being especially violent,
though it could be matched by similar outbreaks upon the
Rhine. It became difficult for them to recover the moneys they
had lent—usury having worked its own ruin, as it always does
in the long-run—and with the accession of Edward I the con-
summation of that ruin began. For there came a royal ordinance
forbidding the recovery of money lent upon manorial land—
a man could have back his manors by paying the principal
alone. Further, the Jew might not continue to hold the bond
if that bond were upon land; he had to get rid of it as best he
might, but he could not continue keeping it.
The next step was to destroy the old Jewish monopoly in
usury. The Jews were no longer to be protected as money-
tenders, though in compensation they were allowed to enter
any trade they chose and even take leases of land for not more
than ten years, and they could buy and sell in the markets like
anyone else. But the freedom thus granted was of little use,
for the small Jewish community—now more and more im-
poverished—was set apart and hated. In 1279 th[ere was a
violent attack upon them on the accusation of having debased
the currency, and three hundred men and women were put to
death. Others besides the Jews suffered, but the Jews were
the principal victims.
^ A strange effort was made to settle the deadlock by conver-
sion.   It did not succeed; the Jews were steadfast to their

